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This spectacular contemporary home incredibly sited on 
two parcels (lot 15 and parcel 849) consists of 6 acres  
with unsurpassed views of the Potomac River featuring 
extensive decking, terraces and over 175 picture windows, 
this unique home boasts scenic vistas from every room.   
A dramatic open floor plan highlighted by a Great Room 
with soaring 30 foot fieldstone fireplace provides for the 
finest in full scale entertaining,  and is designed to house 
a special art collection with its gallery sized spaces.  From 
the sensational solarium/conservatory with walls of glass 
to the gourmet kitchen with adjoining sun filled breakfast 
room to the deluxe master suite with exquisite river 
exposures, this stunning home includes four fireplaces 
and reflects the pride of ownership throughout.   A five 
car garage and expansive deck with 50 foot swimming 
pool further enhances the home’s benefits.

Complementing this distinct property is a sensational 
guest cabin with 14 foot walls of glass overlooking 
the Potomac River.   Designed with a gourmet kitchen 
featuring copper custom cabinetry, the cabin is 
highlighted with a loft and two additional sleeping/
living pods. Custom trails, paths and mature professional 
landscaping with specimen plantings and mature trees 
surround the two homes while a uniquely designed fenced 
in “farmette” with goats, chickens and an air conditioned 
dog/cat house provides an ambiance that gives this 
distinct estate a personality of its own.  Located within 4 
miles of Potomac Village, one can take advantage of the 
privacy, serenity and water views of the Potomac River, 
while being within minutes of shopping and the natural 
surrounding of parkland.

Interior Design by Barbara Hawthorn
Interior Photography by Kenneth M. Wyner 
Photography
Aerial Photography by HomeVisit







Unique Features/ Inclusions

•   Lower Level Built-In Art Installation by 
Artist Chul Hyun Ahn (b 1971, Korean) 
Purchased Grimaldi’s Gallery, Baltimore

            •   Through the interplay of mirrors 
and light, artist Chul-Hyun Ahn 
makes mind-bending sculptures 
that conjure illusions of infinite 
space. Chul Hyun Ahn ‘s “The 
Wells” is an infinity tunnel 
installation at MGM National 
Harbor Resort & Casino

•   Exterior Oversized Wind Chimes by Artist 
Klaus Weber (b 1967, German) “Large Dark 
Wind Chime (Arab Tritone)” Purchased 
2008 Art Basel

•   Christian Liagre table from Holly Hunt 
Collection in dining room (Main House)

•   Natural Dining Room Table carved from a 
single piece of wood (Guest Cabin)

•   Separate boathouse with two paddle 
boards and two kayaks

•   Air-conditioned detached “Bunky” / 
Playhouse with Murphy bed and powder 
room

•   Two generators to run whole house
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This spectacular contemporary home incredibly sited on 
two parcels (lot 15 and parcel 849) consists of 6 acres  
with unsurpassed views of the Potomac River featuring 
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